
What is Emsi Data?
Emsi brings together data from many disparate sources such as 
ONLINE JOB POSTINGS • RESUME AND PROFILE DATA • GOVERNMENT DATASETS

Our team translates it into user-friendly reports, making it easy to 
understand and work so that you can use it efficiently. The economy is 
massive and fast-moving, which is why you need the most complete, 
nuanced, up-to-date view of the labor market. 

The Nuts & 
Bolts of Emsi

Emsi’s Sources

❶  Traditional Labor Market Information
WHAT IT IS: The U.S. Government publishes data on industries, occupations, education, and demographics.  
This data is great for understanding the structure of an economy and it gives data on things like:

 » SUPPLY OF TALENT  » DIVERSITY IN 
OCCUPATIONS

 » MAJOR TRENDS IN 
JOBS AND WAGES

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW: In order to use this information, we must also use the system that the government 
has created for organizing labor market data—the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) system. 

This system classifies all workers into one of 756 occupational categories (or SOC codes/occupational groups) 
according to their job type. Detailed occupations in the SOC with similar job duties, skills, education, and/or training, 
are grouped together—it’s a job family of related occupations (or a bucket of talent). 

WORD TO THE WISE: Because occupations tend to be broad groups of similar job types, traditional LMI lacks a 
certain level of detail. It’s comprehensive in covering the entire U.S., but the level of detail does not have much depth. 



❷  Profile Data
WHAT IT IS: Emsi collects millions of online profiles and resumes. These profiles contain 
public, self-reported information about individuals’

 » CITY/STATE/NATION OF RESIDENCE

 » JOB HISTORY

 » EDUCATION HISTORY

 » SKILLS

Emsi’s profile data can help you measure the supply of talent in a region and dive into what makes a job or an 
individual unique.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW: Using profile data is a great way to drill down into the details.

 » USE THE “PROFILE ANALYTICS” REPORT TO SIFT THROUGH THE LARGE DATABASE. 

 » “OCCUPATION SNAPSHOT” TO IDENTIFY A SPECIFIC SUBSET OF A BROADER OCCUPATION GROUP. 

You can use this info to determine which skills and keywords are prevalent amongst occupation groups (and 
adjust your strategy accordingly!)

WORD TO THE WISE: Profile data is a great complement to LMI because it includes unprecedented levels of 
detail impossible for LMI to provide. However, not every worker in the U.S. is required to maintain an online profile, so 
not every job in the U.S. will be represented. Profile data is deep and detailed, but not entirely comprehensive. 

❸  Job Postings
WHAT IT IS: Online job postings are collected from hundreds of millions of job postings 
created by employers. JPA (Job Posting Analytics) can help measure the demand for talent in 
a given region and provides a detailed picture of the labor market (e.g. specific skills requested by 
employers). Another of JPA’s strengths is that it has virtually no time lag. 

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW: While traditional LMI and profile data give us insights into the supply of talent, job 
postings data is necessary for understanding the demand for talent. 

 » EXPLORE JOB POSTINGS ON ITS OWN OR 

 » USE THE “OCCUPATION SNAPSHOT” OR “MARKET COMPARISON” 
REPORTS FOR INSIGHT TO THE LARGER TALENT PICTURE 

WORD TO THE WISE: The number of postings may be either higher or lower than the number of actual hires. 

 » POSTINGS MIGHT OUTNUMBER HIRES WHEN A COMPANY IS TRYING HARD TO FIND TALENT.

 » POSTINGS MAY BE SIGNIFICANTLY FEWER THAN HIRES BECAUSE CERTAIN TYPES OF JOBS (E.G., 
ROOFERS, WELDERS, AND OTHER BLUE-COLLAR JOBS) AREN’T TYPICALLY ADVERTISED ONLINE.

When this happens, we deduplicate the postings as much as possible and then provide a realistic ratio of 
unique postings to hires.
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❹  Compensation Data
WHAT IT IS: Emsi’s compensation data is built from government data with observations culled from job postings. 
Compensation data can help you estimate how much a position should be paid based on a worker’s actual 
experience and skills, rather than their mere job title.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW: Most of our compensation data is rooted in government data, so many of our 
compensation reports require an SOC code. 

 » IT COULD BE HELPFUL TO FIRST 
IDENTIFY YOUR OCCUPATION GROUP 
AND THEN MODIFY THAT GROUP WITH 
THE SKILLS AND KEYWORDS THAT 
MAKE YOUR JOB MORE SPECIFIC. 

 » IF YOU WANT TO LOOK SPECIFICALLY 
AT ADVERTISED WAGE WHICH 
COMES FROM JOB POSTINGS, USE 
THE “JOB POSTINGS COMPETITION” 
OR “JOB POSTINGS TABLE” REPORTS.

WORD TO THE WISE: Compensation data contains estimations, not hard numbers. Still, these estimations are reliable 
due to our rigorous methodology which allows us to reduce the rampant sample bias in self-reported compensation.

Emsi Job Titles
Emsi has a library of job titles to choose from in your searches.  
These titles connect you to the corresponding:

 » GOVERNMENT DATA SETS 

 » SKILLS

 » PROFILES

 » JOB POSTINGS 

 » AND INCLUDE THE LANGUAGE 
USED BY EMPLOYERS

This gives a real-time view of new and emerging roles in the workforce. 

While roles are often categorized in helpful ways through SOC or O*NET, those sources do not reflect the niche and 
constantly evolving nature of jobs in today’s economy.

Emsi Skills
Emsi also has a library of skills that we’ve collected from hundreds of millions of job postings, 
resumes, and online profiles that you can use in your searches. 


